
Luca Banchelli—Italian art director & designer based in 
Berlin. I fully enjoy translating emotions and ideas into 
visual experiences which lead people to think. 

Over the last years, I had the pleasure to   
work with inspiring brands, businesses &  
start-ups to shape their visions.

Website: www.lucabanchelli.com
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Mail: me@lucabanchelli.comLinkedin: linkedin.com/in/lucabanchelli Phone: 0176/96802862





CHALLENGE 
Commerz Real AG wanted to facilitate the sale deparment to create 
consistent presentations with a strong visual engagement following 
the new Commerz bank style guide. 

SOLUTION
Create a smart and “easy to use” presentation builder platform.
The tool provides a range of predefined templates or modular system 
of UI patterns which enable the users to satisfy their needs. 
The daily mantra was “complexity reduction and high-end design”.

Smart presentation builder 
for Commerz Real AG 

01-07 UNDER NDA

Role: Concept, UX and visual designer
Client: Commerz Real 
Year: 2018 





CHALLENGE 
Tignum wanted to create the first AI performance coach in your pocket 
with a high cutting edge design and strong usability for top level 
executives. The project was financed and supported by Novartis.

SOLUTION
Translate coaches insights to a smooth digital experience based on 
data visualisation and smart AI educational programs. The concept 
behind the visual design was based on SCI-FI data visualisation 
movies which could convey the message of innovation and tech. 

QOT - coach in your pocket 
developed by Tignum

02-07 UNDER NDA

Role: Art director, UX/UI designer 
Client: Tignum
Year: 2017 





CHALLENGE 
Design a promotional website to celebrate collaboration between 
X-Bionic and Lamborghini. The main challenge was to find a visual 
language which could merge the brands together and keep their 
identities still recognizable.

SOLUTION
The idea was to merge the racing cars essence with the athletic 
outfits. The visual language was based on speed and the athletics 
strengths using the orange colour to build a strong connection.

X-bionic x Lamborghini website, 
Ultimate performance united 

03-07

Role: Visual designer, Ui designer
Client: 17 Grad 
Year: 2016











CHALLENGE 
Air Spirometer is the first digital spirometry device connect-able to
a smart-phone designed by POND Healthcare in collaboration with
Novartis. The project required to build an app from scratch and launch 
it on the market based on an existing brand.

SOLUTION
Was to design a “plug and play” app for doctors and patiences to 
monitor their lung capabilities with its related product website. 

Air spirometer, smart device 
for doctors and patiences

04-07

Role: Art director, UX/UI designer 
Client: Novartis
Year: 2016











CHALLENGE 
Volari is smart app for COPD patients developed by Novartis for the 
NL market. The app aims to change the user’s behaviour monitoring 
their habits and symptoms. The statistics showed a low percentage of 
engagement due to many factors so the Swiss company decided for a 
usability optimization and rebranding.

SOLUTION
Having performed heuristic and holistic tests, I removed the unnecessary 
user stresses and reduced the overall complexity. Simultaneously with the 
UX optimisation, I designed a zeitgeist UI based on the product principles.

Volari COPD app for Novartis
“a common lung disease”

05-07

Role: Art director, UX/UI designer 
Client: Novartis
Year: 2016





Volari app
gamification
Gamification provides a simple path to boost 
engagement and fun. It also provides missions 
and challenges for the players so that their 
journey is exciting and interesting.



Dieter Rams 
t r i b u t e







Personal Project
i n t e r f a c e  d e s i g n





Thank you for visiting 
Danke für den Besuch  
Grazie per la visita 
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